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Chapter-20 Efficiency and Energy Saving 

၂၀.၁ Chiller Efficiencies 
Air cooled reciprocating compressor chiller                                 .      .         

                Peak               .       .                                            capacity 
                 ambient air temperature)                                                
                                                         Air cooled               rated cap          
                                                                                                
                                                                      Water cooled rotary chiller 
      peak load efficiency      .       .  kW/ton (COP of 7.0–5.0)                

၂၀.၁.၁ Chiller                                     
 ( )                        ႔                                                        

                                      
 ( )                 
 (ဂ)  Part load                           (poor part-load performance)  
 (ဃ)                                 ႔                    (poor/outdated control systems)       
 ( )                                         (low efficiency equipment)    ႔           

၂၀.၁.၂                                      (Potential Energy Efficiency Measures) 
                                                                                           

                                                                                              
                                                                                                  
                         ႔                                                                       
                                                  

 ( ) Suctio                                                                                      
 ( ) Suction p                                  
 (ဂ)  Head pressure                
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 (ဃ) H                                                        
 ( ) Single stage                    two stage system                                         
 ( ) Co                                                                          
 ( ) Refrigeration system            ႔                                                       

   ႔          

Condenser                                                   
 (၁) Evaporative condenser capacity                           

 (၂) Air cooled c                                                                          
 (၃) Evaporative condenser fans                                   ႔           

                                                             
 (၁) Control evaporator defrost based on demand       
 (၂) Control evaporator fans with VSD    ႔          

Table 20-1 effect of suction temperature on cycle efficiency 
Suction Temperature                    Increasing)                      (Decreasing) 
Compressor work                                            
Refrigerating effect                                           
COP                                           

 
Table 20-2 effect of condensing temperature on cycle efficiency 
Condensing Temperature                    Increasing)                       Decreasing) 
Compressor work                                           
Refrigerating effect                                           
COP                                           

                                                       ႔                                       
                    (internal)                                     
 ( ) Refrigerant  ( ) Oil  
 ( ) Capacity controls ( ) Oil return system  
 (ဂ)  Metering device  (ဇ) Motor       
 (ဃ) High approach temperature  (  ) Transducers                      

center    ႔          ( ) Non-condensable gases  

                    chiller performance                                                            
(external)                     ႔                           
 ( ) Water pumps  ( ) Cooling load  
 ( ) Cooling tower  ( ) Electrical  
 (ဂ)  Valves  ( ) Control operation       
 (ဃ) Terminal unit  (ဇ) Flow control     ႔         

C                                               refrigerant                             
                     refrigerant                                  overcharge) 
     Chiller         refrigerant                                     undercharge) 
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  ဂ                   refrigerant                                      ႔                    
(contamination) 

Efficiency                           ၄      
 (၁) Suction and discharge pressures 
 (၂) Capacity control           method) 
 (၃)  Speed        
 (၄)                 refrigerant              ႔           

Suction Pressure 
                           ဇ              suction pressure                              ႔ 

                ဇ                                                                                   
                        Suction pressure                            specific volume(ft3     
                  chiller   c                             

(၁) Screw compressor                                                                               
                                    

(၂) Reciprocating compressor                                                                              
     

(၃)  Centrifugal compressor         s                                                           
                                                              

                                                           control setting                        
        cooling capacity                    M                                                                 

Discharge Pressure 
                                                                                        

           refrigerant          (discharge temperature)                   ႔    (reject heat)     
                                      ႔      condensing temperature 15°                       (        
5                       ႔                          Compressor                   27%             Discharge 
pres          refrigeration system                                                   water 
                                         Discharge gas                                                        
                       Condenser   fouling                                    heat transfer)         
                               chiller efficiency                         

 (၁)                           lubricant cooling system                             
                                                                                             

 (၂)                                                                                          

 (၃)                                  inter-stage cooling               system pressure/ 
temperature                                     

Compression Ratio 
                         c                                                 Chiller   

c                            Compression ratio                       specific volume (ft3     
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 (၁) Reciprocating compressor                                              

 (၂)                                                                                        
                                                                                        

 (၃)  Centrifugal com              compression ratio                             ႔      
discharge pressure                                  ႔                               

Water chiller                                           r                                       
                                                    compressor                                 
                                                                                     ႔        
efficiency                                     loadi             efficiency                     

Positive di                               lift                                                
          positive displacement                                                            lift 
                                                                                                       
                                                       speed control                                     
                                                                                     maximum energy 
reduction)                                                                                                 
                             speed)                                                  energy consumption) 
                                

               (high compression ratio)                            cooling load               
                    lift                           variable speed screw chiller          
                                                               hot and humid climate)          
              outdoor air temperatures                                             cooling load 
                                                          %                                85°F 
entering                                             variable s                                 constant 
centrifugal chiller                                   

Table 20-3                                                          

 
Method Potential Saving (Energy) 

(၁) Use of electronic expansion valves 20% 
(၂) VSD on motors 20% 
(၃)  VSD on evaporator and condenser vans 2–3% of total refrigeration costs 
(၄) Evaporator pressure regulators 2.5% greater compressor capacity for each 

degree of saturated suction temperature 
(၅) Evaporator pressure regulators 2% for each degree increase in saturated 

suction temperature 
(၆)  Reduced temperature lift 3–4% improvement for 1°C reduction 
(၇) Conversion from liquid injection 

oil cooling to external oil coolers 
Over 3% 

(၈) Refrigeration system replacement if 
older than 10 years 

Up to 30–40% 

(၉) Refrigerant selection 3–10% 
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Rotary compressor chiller                                                       energy 
consumption)                       ၂၀-၁                       chiller          efficient         
                40%       80% load                                        G                       
                                                                                                
cooler       condenser    ႔                                       chiller efficiency                           

 
    ၂၀-၁ Typical rotary compressor part load performance 

        -                         chilled water supply temperature    ႔                       
        Chilled water supply temperature          AHRI s                                  
                                     Chilled water supply temperature           i           
                     

Table 20-4 Rotary chiller input power as a function of chilled water supply temperature 
Leaving chilled water temperature (°F) Compressor input power (approx. % change) 

41°F +7% 
42°F +5% 
43°F +2% 
44°F 0% 
45°F -2% 
46°F -6% 
47°F -8% 
48°F -12% 
49°F -16% 

Electric drive rotary chiller                                   sin                       
                  ႔                                ႔      multiple single compressor               
chiller                ႔              

Dual compressor chiller          compressor                 c             rated capacity   
50%          Design load                      compressor                               Load     
                           compressor                               compressor                       
          ဤ configuration                                    15% of full load (30% of 5    
                         chiller                                                                 
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Negative pressure chiller         positive pressure chiller          efficiency            
Negative pressure c              eak load efficiency      .                                Positive 
                                      0.55 kW/ton    ႔                Positive pressure chiller         
                                                                                 

Negative pressure chiller                         first cost      positive pressure machine 
                     
TABLE 20-5 chiller efficiency and estimated energy cost 

Electrical input 
(kW/ton) 

Heat input 
(Mbh/ton) 

Cost* 
($/ton-hr) 

COP Application/compressor type 

— 18.5 0.114 0.67 Single stage absorption 
— 14.1 0.087 0.85 Two stage absorption 
— 12.0 0.074 1.0 Direct-fired absorption 
 12.0 0.074 1.0 Engine-drive reciprocating 
 7.5 0.046 1.6 Engine-drive screw 
 6.3 0.039 1.9 Engine-drive centrifugal 

1.2 — 0.086 2.9 Air-cooled pos disp 
1.0 — 0.072 3.5 Air-cooled rotary 
0.8 — 0.058 4.4 Water-cooled rotary 
0.7 — 0.500 5.0 Water-cooled rotary 
0.6 — 0.043 5.8 Water-cooled rotary 
0.5 — 0.036 7.0 Water-cooled rotary 
0.4  0.029 8.8 Water-cooled rotary 

* Based on year 2000 U.S. average commercial energy costs: Electricity, $0.072/kWh; Natural Gas, 
$0.616/therm (100,000 Btu). 
 

၂၀.၂ Single Stage Chiller 
Optimum efficiency                                         maintenance)     ဂ                 

                  Part load efficiency                                                         

I                                   stress)     tip speed                square)      
          Rotational speed     impeller                       ဇ                               
                    Centrifugal compressor       impeller       ဇ                   fundamental 
parameter                 impeller          (diameter)       impeller tip                       
Impeller          (diameter)                             volume flo                         
HCFC-123                    negative pressure machine               flow rate)                     
           impeller           diameter)              

Refrigerant line                   (pressure drop)                                     
                           pressure drop                                                                
                     HFC-134a                  positive pressure machine                              
                               impeller       gas line                      HCFC-123           
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                        (gas flow rate in cfm per ton ) HFC-134a      ၆     ႔             AHRI 
standard    one refrigeration ton              HCFC-123 gas flow rate 18.1 cfm (8.54 l/sec)  
           HFC-134a                   3.2 cfm (1.5 l/se                          

Wheel eye diam                   major factor          Wheel eye diameter     
        overall impeller          (diameter)                     ဇ               C                     
  ဇ                                   tip speed            requirement)                        
                 pressure difference)    ႔                            centrifugal impeller         
              "tip speed                    Tip speed                             (velocity of the 
"tip" of the impeller)          

Refrigerants     -             -            tip speed            700 ft/sec (204 to 213 
                       Impeller angular velocity (rpm)                                         
           gas flow rate              negative pressure impeller         positive pressure machine 
                              

D              tip speed    ႔                                                        

    
[         (    )        ]

        (   )
 

    
[         (   )       ]

        (  )
 

                     speed)                     impeller             rpm)               
                     Impeller          tip speed                                    stress)     
           

Impeller  shaft          rotational       torsional load                                         
Impeller                        shaft                                                sha      ႔        
                          bearing)  ဇ                                                    ဇ      (bearing 
design)                    
 (၁) Load per unit of bearing area 
 (၂) Relative velocity of the two bearing surfaces 
 (၃)  B                        
 (၄) Viscosity of the lubricating oil    ႔          

Bearing surface velocity     inner bearing surface                ႔                      

၂၀.၃ Low Delta T                                 (Major Causes) 
 (၁) Dirty coils 
 (၂) Controls calibration 
 (၃)  Leaky 2 way v             
 (၄) 3 Way valves at end of i                ႔          

၂၀.၃.၁ Chilled Water – Low Delta T Syndrome 
Chilled water                                                                  l               

            Plant            ဇ                                          chilled water return 
temperature                                                         
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L                                         
(၁)            control v                                          
                      (oversized) coil    ႔                            (undersized) coil      

                           (occupant comfort)                   Chilled water temperature       
design temperature                                        

(၂) Cooling coil                           (dirty coils) 
 Coil   overall heat transfer capacity                        control system    two-way control valve 

                                     ႔        chilled water                                return 
water temperature                 

(၃) Cooling coil   laminar coil               
 Cooling coil   l                              overall heat transfer capacity                 

(၄)   ဇ                                                ႔               (mismatched design condition) 
 System component           ဇ                                                              

                                        Chilled water          cooling coil       ႔                

(၅) Three-way control valve                          
 Three-way control valve                          part  load          b                       

chilled water  coil           ႔             return water temperature              

(၆)                supply air temperature setpoint                 
 Supply air temperature setpoint       ဇ                                 control                   

return water temperature                           

(၇) System differential pressure     valve shut-off                  
 Control valve         over ride                 (open         coil          ႔                          

chilled water                     system flow            return water temperature              
           

(၈) Coil piping configuration              
 Cooling coil   water       air  counter                  ဇ                  Control flow            

cooling coil   heat transfer efficiency                         ႔        chilled water return 
temperature                  

(၉) Chilled water supply                          (mixing)  
 Primary-secondary system        part load condition             primary loop         

                       secondary loop                                         
    chilled water supply              chilled water return       ႔ bypass           ႔      de-
coupler                                          

                                                                 build              
                   Chilled water plant operator                                    ႔     chilled water 
pumping scheme       design  configuration    ႔   ow                                        
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Table 20-6 
                                                               

Improper set point of supply air Check set points regularly, lock set points when possible 
Use of 3-way valves    ’       -way valves 
Improper coil selection Select coil delta T same as chiller delta T 
Improper control valve selection Select valve with correct Cv 
Improper control valve selection Select actuator for positive shut off of valve 
No control valve interlock Interlock control valve to close when AHU is shut off 
Improperly piped coils Pipe coils in counter flow arrangement 
Improper tertiary connection and 
control 

Design connection and controls to maintain proper delta T 

L                                                                         university 
campus)       chilled wate                  3,000-ton electric motor driven centrifugal chiller      
                ဇ      chi                                                 chilled water return 
temperature     54°F                            Flow rate)                                    
               plant     cooling load 6,000 tons                                 building     
AHU                                        chilled water return temperature     50°F             
               Consta                                 chiller                                    
6,000 gpm               R                                                      capacity     
                                                      ႔                        (directly proportional)        
Return water temperature                    chiller                                             

         (  )   
              (  )

               
 

 
Chiller                   rated capacity                  [one-third] (4°F/12.0°F)      ႔            

                               ႔           0                 2,000 tons                          
   ႔                                                                      CHWR             
                                                                                               
                            

၂၀.၄ Energy Efficiency 
Refrigeration system          energy efficiency                               ၇)             

         
 ၁  System Lift                   
 Refrigeration system          “    ”     suction pressure       discharge pres        ႔              

         Suction                            ႔                                            lift 
                           c                                           

 ၂   Part Load Performance                             
 System                                           condenser    ႔                       full capacity 

                                         Capacity control                                  
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 ၃  Equipment                                              (Upgrading) 
              condenser                                                               ႔      

             efficiency             ဇ                    configuration             ႔                 

 ၄   System Design                                          

 Refrigeration system            ဇ                                                                
                            heat recovery                                                feature) 
                                    

 ၅                                                 

                                                    Insulation                                            
         (doors                                              lighting system                   ႔      
                                                                             

 ၆  Commissioning 

 Commissioning                          inspection)                review)       set                      
                                                                              ဇ                          
(design intent                                         original specifi                              
                performance                                                 ႔          

 ၇  Operation and Maintenance (O&M) 
                                                                                       

 
    ၂၀-၁ Leaving chilled water temperature (LCHWT)                                                         

Reducing Lift 
 Li                                                     
 ၁  S                                                                               
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 ၂  Discharge                                                        

 ၃    Suction                               ႔      disch                                 BHP/RT (brake 
horsepower per refrigeration ton)                                  

 
    ၂၀-၂ Entering Condenser water temperature (ECWT)                                                       

 
Raising Suction Pressure                                               (Barriers) 

                    ႔      equipment                                                           
                                                                                    Suction press    
                       refrigerant flow            velocity            oil separator            
               Scr                                                                                
                                                ႔     s                                       capacity 
            overall efficiency                          compressor               horsepower         
                      overload)                          u                   current limiting        
                         S                                           oil separator    performance       
                                                 

Reducing Discharge Pressure 
“                  ”     “                   ”    ႔      “          ure”                

           C                           condenser    ႔                                         
                                                          

Reducing Condensing Pressure  
  System                                                                                   

                                                                                                          ဇ       
(၁)       pressure                                                                                  

                reciprocating compressor                             

(၂) Condensing pressure                    compressor                                                 
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(၃)  Condensing pressure                                                            ဂ                   
        

Effect of Reducing Discharge 
Refrigeration system       condensing temperatur                                efficiency 1%    

2%                                                                                        
pressure ratio                    

Minimum Condensing Pressure versus Approach 
“Minimum allowable condens            ”       “        ”                                   

                                                                         common misconception  
                   

Reducing Condenser Approach 
Condenser approach                                  condensing                                

                        Condenser capacity                    Energy consumptio            
            Outdoor condition                                             outdoor temperature)    
       (season)               geographical location)                         

Refrigeration system     minimum allowable condensing pressure set                        
                           condensing temperature     ambient wet bul                         
                               condenser capacity                                        Wet bulb 
temperature       condensing pressure                    compressor                                 
                   

System                                minimum allowable) condensing pressure                 
     condenser capacity                           pressure)                    Condenser system 
                                  ႔                                            ႔        condenser       
                                                      

 
                       condenser                        perform         

              Design rating                                                 saturated condensing 
te                           -                                                      ဇ                 
                                   ႔                      ဇ                                           

                                              under perform                            
(၁) Condenser                                                 spacing)              proximity to 

steam    ႔                                              

(၂)                                                pressure drop                                      
                  surface area)               r                    non-cond                            

(၃)                       maintenance)                     - tube        scaling               r           

                                                                                              
   ႔                                                                surface area)            
condenser                                     
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         non-condensable gas                            spray                                         
             belt slippage)          water pressure                       drift elim                ႔ 
           ႔          

Reducing Minimum Condensing Pressure 
R                                                                                               

           minimum allowable) condensing pressure          Compressor limitat      liquid transfer 
issues       defrost                                 minimum allowable pressure      
                          

                                                                                 
(outdoor air temperature)                                                                      
                      condensing                            Refrigeration system                           
                         psig    90 psig                                                             
                                               

၂၀.၅                                          
၂၀.၅.၁ Chilled Water Reset 

                 AHRI s                                                   .             
 .                                                                                                  
                                    chilled wat                            .                        

   ႔                 ႔     cloudy days                 ႔                  ႔                          
            ႔          chill                                  .                                 ႔ 
                 chilled water leaving temperature set point      .                                    
                                                                                                                
                                       chille    evaporator                                       
                                    refrigerant                                                     
                                                                                 com              
work                     

                    rule of thumb) chilled water l                        .                      
                   2%                  energy saving)                                        

chiller                                                                 

                                            chilled water leaving temperature set      
                     “chilled water temperature reset”                             (manually)       
              BAS system                                     

    - Tran                     ECV6E 56 (                                                     
                                           . °C          
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Table 20-7 
Chilled Water Set Point 6.7°C 
Leaving Chilled Water 6.7°C 
Entering Chilled Water 10.1 
Laving Condenser Water 28.4°C 
Entering Condenser Water 30.7°C 
Active Control Set Point 100% 
Evaporator refrigerant Pressure 254.2Kpa 
Condenser refrigerant Pressure 681.2Kpa 
Saturated refrigerant Temperature 5.0°C 
Condenser refrigerant Temperature 31.7°C 
Evaporator Approach Temperature 1.6°C 
Condenser Approach Temperature 1°C 

C                               leaving chilled water  temperature)  .                      
           .                                                                  chilled water s      
                      

                           . °C           refrigerant                   . °C    ႔         
                              refrigerant                             5.0°C          leaving 
chilled water  6.7°C        heat)     refrigerant      ႔            transfer)                    Eva        
        r                           .             HFC 134a Refrige                     evaporator 
refrigerant                 .                

                                                                                  
                    evaporator refrigerant                                 ႔                           
                                     leaving chilled water temperature set               
                  evaporator pressure (kPa)                               C                         
                             ႔                         energy saving)               

၂၀.၅.၂ Chiller                     Refrigerant                        
                                                                                   

          )                                                                        
charge)                                                                 500 RT c                      
                                                                                           
                                              chiller                                 

              refrigerant                    refrigerant              (over charged) 
                       rated efficiency                                          work input        
           (           refrigerant         compress             )         refrigeration output 
                              Head pressure                                       (energy 
consumption)                    
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၂၀.၅.၃ Refrigerant            (Leak)                        
Chiller              refrigerant              (leak)                   Positive suction pressure 

chiller           chiller   suction (condenser)       discharge (evaporator) pressure                    
         (atmospheric pressure)                                             (atmospheric)    
                   positive pressure                          Chiller   suction pressure                      
   ႔                                chiller                     refrigerant                         
     R134a          chiller     positive suction                           Positive suction pressure 
chiller     chiller          refrigerant                  ႔                          (leak)      
            

Chiller           refrigerant                   (leak                    refrigerant          
                         (rated) cooling capacity                         ႔                  
                chiller                                   - 300RT chiller                      
                  250RT cooling capacity                          280RT building load            
               300RT chiller                                                             

R123                 chiller          negative suction                                     (l     
                         (air)        chiller          ႔               refrigerant                   
       Chiller                   ႔      non condensable                       efficiency       capacity 
                

 
    ၂၀-၃ Reduce lift 

၂၀.၅.၄ Supply Temperature                     
                                                                                  evaporating 

temperature                refrigeration efficiency                      6°C chilled water supply 
temperature                  10°C                  10%    ႔                                  
                                  chiller efficiency                     fan coil unit       distribution 
system       terminal unit                                                    

 
 

Chiller                refrigerant                                               
                                    ႔                             
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(၁)             efficient heat exchanger                      

(၂) Chilled water    ႔      supply air volume flow rate                                               
                                   ႔                           pump       fan                     
           Pump       fan                               pipe       duct                    
                                   

(၃)  Evaporator          ႔ chilled water         (flow)                          ႔                        
                                                                                          
               ႔                                                                              
          

 
    ၂၀-၄ ASHREAE                      annual average chiller plant efficiency (kW/RT) 

၂၀.၆ Efficiency                               
( ) Low-temperature             (application)     two stage refrigeration     single stage          

                                       (food processing)                              
(storage)                       ammonia     efficient                                

( ) Stamped-steel fan blade         efficient            

(ဂ)  Evaporator                       axial fan         centrifugal fan                        
            

(ဃ)               (constant speed                  evaporator fan                      ႔               
              (constant speed                                                                       

( )                ammonia evaporator         recirculated    ႔      flooded evaporator      
            

( ) Solenoid       pressure regulator            valve                                      system 
efficiency                 

 
-End- 


